fast facts

What is Clear Choice Silica Crystals made of?
Clear Choice Crystals are made of sodium silicate sand, called silica gel, which is
processed into a granular form. Some people confuse silica gel cat litter with crystalline
silicate. Crystalline silicate is a form of Quartz, a mineral found in some clays and dirt that
have been shown to harmful. There is NO crystalline silicate in silica gel litters.

Does it clump?
NO! The Litter crystals stay dry. They do not clump, do not dissolve, do not turn to a gel,
nor do they change size or shape. With that, you are not scooping out heavy clumps of clay
infused with liquid waste daily.

Why are there blue specs in the litter?
Indicator Crystals fade in color after a few exposures to moisture. When all the
Indicator Crystals are faded, its time to replace the litter.
My cat ate some of the crystals, can this cause any harm?
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Crystal are non-toxic but ingesting too much of a desiccant can cause digestive track
problems. If you suspect your cat (or dog as they sometimes raid the litter box for “treats”)
has swallowed silica gel litter make sure that it drinks lots of liquids to saturate the silica.
Monitor the cat for changes in behavior and if there are any changes notify your
veterinarian immediately.

What happens if it is ingested?
This product is 100% biologically and chemically Inert. What does that mean to you or your
pets? There is nothing in there that will hurt you or your pets. There are absolutely no
chemicals, and it will pass through the digestive system.

My cat refuses to use the litter box now that I have changed to silica gel
litter!
As with any new cat litter it is very important to introduce it gradually. Cats are not excited
about litter changes so whenever introducing any new cat litter it is recommended that you
incorporate some portion of the old litter to encourage cat’s trial. It may even be best to
incorporate some clumps of waste or used litter from the currently used box during the first
couple days. A 50% new on bottom / 50% old on top mix works best for the first month
gradually stirring the litters to mix and let the cat get used to the texture and sounds of the
new litter. By the time you get to the start of month 2 the silica gel litter should be the only
litter in the box with complete cat acceptance. You may also find it helpful to place the cat
in the box after changing to crystals and comfort them into trying the texture and sound.
Crystals may have more sound as they shift around.
The most important issue to product performance is the appropriate fill depth. This product
does not work well if there is too much litter in the box and neither does it works effectively
if there is too little in the box. The optimum depth for litter crystals is to fill to 1.5”-2” in the
bottom of the cat box and one bag is suitable for a medium-size litter box. Customers can
use extra litter for larger litter boxes to reach the proper depth.

